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Harold Shapero’s Sonata for Trumpet in C and Piano is a significant work that it is rarely 

performed and studied.  Shapero’s composition contains musical attributes that demand 

artistically accurate choices if the style of this jazz-influenced sonata is to be achieved. Written 

in 1940 in dedication to Aaron Copland, the Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano makes use of a 

variety of stylistic influences, blending those of early 20th century jazz with Stravinsky- 

influenced neo-classicism. The intent of this study is to examine the unique performance practice 

implications and musical considerations of Harold Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano in 

correlation to the composer’s implementation of jazz idiomatic elements within the constructs of 

neo-classicism. 

The first section of this study examines the historical context necessary for understanding 

the social and musical conditions of the early to mid 1940s. The second section addresses the 

musical elements that characterize this work; the primary focus of this section is an exploration 

of Harold Shapero’s implementation of jazz idioms into his first composition for trumpet.  The 

final section of the study interprets the utilization of idiomatic jazz elements within the work so 

as to allow the trumpet player with little jazz experience to accurately perform the piece. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Harold Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano is a significant work that it is rarely 

performed and studied.  Shapero’s composition contains musical attributes that demand 

artistically accurate choices if the style of this jazz-influenced sonata is to be achieved.  Written 

in 1940 in dedication to Aaron Copland, the Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano makes use of a 

variety of stylistic influences, blending those of early 20th century jazz with Stravinsky-

influenced neoclassicism.  Copland himself makes reference to Shapero’s unique talent, noting 

Shapero as “Gifted and baffling; his adroitness is placed at the service of a wonderful musical 

gift.”1 In addition to Copland, Shapero’s peers and teachers include composers Paul Hindemith, 

Nadia Boulanger, Leonard Bernstein, Igor Stravinsky, and Benny Goodman, all of whom were 

also known for their exploitation of then contemporary influences to produce a unique musical 

output.2   

Purpose 

Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano presents an exceptional opportunity for the 

modern trumpeter.  While many American works of the period have been interpreted and re-

interpreted, performance possibilities of this work have yet to be exhausted.  To date, the work 

has only been recorded twice, and no supportive materials exist directly referencing the piece. 

Furthermore, the unique combination of mid 20th century jazz idiomatic elements within the 

boundaries of neo-classicism presents a distinctive challenge for the trumpet player if he or she is 

1 Aaron Copland, “The New ‘School’ of American Composers,” New York Times, March 14, 
1948. 
2 Howard Pollack, “Shapero, Harold,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/25586 (accessed January 30, 
2013). 
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to interpret the notation and execute the resulting sonata with technical and stylistic accuracy. 

The intent of this study is to examine the unique performance practice implications and musical 

considerations of Harold Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano in correlation to the 

composer’s implementation of idiomatic jazz elements within the constructs of neo-classicism. 

State of Research 

Currently there are few resources available to trumpet players concerning performance of 

the Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano.  While information on the life and compositions of Harold 

Shapero is abundant, specifics concerning the aforementioned sonata are rare. The most noted 

reference to Shapero’s work comes in the form of a review from Ingolf Dahl published in the 

music journal Notes in 1958.  Dahl, commenting on the first widespread publication of the piece 

in 1956 states “It was worth waiting 16 years for this publication which is a real contribution to 

the brass sonata literature.”3  

Perhaps the most insightful source of information aiding conception of the piece comes 

from Shapero himself in an article titled “The Musical Mind” from the journal Modern Music.  

Penned in 1946, Shapero underscores the reasoning behind his sometimes criticized, neo-

classical musical approach.4 He does not specifically reference his trumpet sonata, but he 

discusses his efforts to assimilate 18th century classical models in his compositions of the early 

1940s.5  To some extent, his Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano does adhere to the classical model 

of the sonata; however, he clearly deviates from a strict homage to the style, rather choosing to 

3 Ingolf Dahl, review of Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano, by Harold Shapero, Notes, Second 
Series, Vol. 15, No. 2 (March, 1958), 260. 
4 Harold Shapero, “The Musical Mind,” Modern Music 23 (1946), 31. 
5 Ibid., 33. 
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use it as a basic framework for composition.  Nonetheless, Shapero’s words in this article 

provide a window into the composer’s inspiration for composition. 

Harold Shapero also contributed a chapter titled “Lenny at Harvard (Reminiscence)” to 

the book Leonard Bernstein: The Harvard Years 1935-1939, edited by Claudia Swan.  The 

chapter offers a chronological detailing of Bernstein’s time at Harvard from Shapero’s 

perspective.  More importantly, however, it discusses the two composers’ piano performances 

together throughout Boston and the clear influence that each had on the other.  Bernstein may 

have sparked Shapero’s interest in incorporating jazz styles into classical formats.6  Shapero 

recounts Bernstein’s undergraduate thesis on “The Absorption of Race Elements into American 

Music” and notes, “He was to make good use of his thesis investigations in the jazz (and 

Hispanic) elements which were to appear in so many of his pieces.”7 

 A leading scholar on the work of Harold Shapero is Howard Pollack, Professor of Music 

at the Moores School of Music at the University of Houston.  Pollack’s study of the composer is 

most often linked to the proliferation of composers at Harvard in the early 20th century.  His 

book, Harvard Composers: Walter Piston and His Students, from Elliot Carter to Frederic 

Rzewski, offers a summary of Shapero’s work while a student at Harvard.  Also interesting is 

Pollack’s discussion of Shapero’s relationship with Leonard Bernstein and Aaron Copland, to 

which his Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano is dedicated.  Other informative contributions by 

Pollack include a review of Nine-Minute Overture and Symphony for Classical Orchestra in a 

1989 publication of American Music and the Harold Shapero entry in The New Grove Dictionary 

of Music and Musicians.   

6 Harold Shapero, “Lenny at Harvard (Reminiscence),” in Leonard Bernstein: The Harvard 
Years 1935-1939, ed. Claudia Swan (Dalton, MA: The Studley Press, 1999), 53. 
7 Ibid., 51. 
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Aaron Copland includes Shapero in “The New ‘School’ of American Composers,” an 

article that appeared in Copland’s column in the March 14, 1948 edition of The New York Times. 

Copland describes Shapero as “the most gifted and the most baffling composer of his 

generation”8 but continues to criticize his steadfast dedication to neo-classical compositional 

efforts. Copland writes: 

“Serenade” for string orchestra (a remarkable work in many ways) is founded 
upon neo-classical Stravinksian principles, his “Three Amateur Piano Sonatas” on 
Haydn-esque principles, and his recent long symphony is modeled after 
Beethoven.  For the present he seems to be suffering from a hero-worship 
complex—or perhaps it is a freakish attack of self-modesty, as if he thought to 
hide brilliance of his own gifts behind the cloak of the great masters.9 

All three of the works Copland describes were written within seven years of the Sonata 

for C Trumpet and Piano and help to solidify the historical compositional context in which this 

trumpet piece was composed.  As with the pieces referenced above, Sonata for C Trumpet and 

Piano is squarely neo-classical albeit with a healthy contemporary stylistic influence. 

Only two recordings exist of this work: the first dates from 1977 and is performed by 

Maurice Stith, former Professor of Music and Director of Bands and Cornell University, and the 

second dates from 1996 and is performed by Louis Ranger, formerly of the American Brass 

Quintet and the New York Philharmonic. Both recordings offer valuable yet slightly varied 

interpretations. 

 While Shapero’s compositional output has been considered from social, historical, and 

theoretic approaches, none of the aforementioned resources address the Sonata for C Trumpet 

and Piano in detail.  To the trumpet player wishing to perform the piece, no guidance towards 

the performance practice implications and stylistic considerations exists outside of the two 

8 Aaron Copland, “The New ‘School’ of American Composers,” New York Times, March 14, 
1948. 
9 Ibid. 
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existing recordings.  Given the relative lack of exposure of this piece in comparison to other 

major trumpet works by significant composers, an in-depth examination of Shapero’s Sonata for 

C Trumpet and Piano is warranted.   

Method 

This study will evaluate the musical choices for the performance of Sonata for C Trumpet 

and Piano with appropriate consideration for the historical and biographical context within 

which the piece was composed.  The musical elements that characterize this work will be briefly 

examined using specific musical examples along with an exploration of Harold Shapero’s 

implementation of jazz idioms into his first composition for trumpet.  The final chapter will 

interpret the utilization of idiomatic jazz elements within the work so as to allow the trumpet 

player with little jazz experience to accurately perform the piece.  Choice of articulation, mute 

selection, tone quality, accent placement, tempi, and rhythmic variation will be discussed.  

Technical and musical suggestions will be made to assist the trumpet player in performing this 

unique piece. 
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HISTORICAL AND MUSICAL CONTEXT 

In the scope of 20th Century American Music, the works of Harold Shapero stand out for 

their decidedly neo-classic compositional approach and clear reference to jazz music.10 Born in 

1920 near Boston in Lynn, Massachusetts, Shapero came in contact with many significant 

composers, including Sergey Slonimsky and Ernest Krenek, who would play a large role in the 

development of his unique musical style.11  In addition to his classical study, he was an active 

jazz pianist and arranger and would eventually serve as an arranger for the Benny Goodman 

Band.12  Shapero attended Harvard University beginning in 1938 and began study under noted 

American composer Walter Piston who would eventually direct him to the Berkshire Music 

Center at Tanglewood where he would first come in contact with Paul Hindemith.13 Other 

significant influences include Nadia Boulanger at the Longy School of Music from 1942 to 1943, 

fellow Piston students Leonard Bernstein, Irving Fine, and Arthur Berger, and Aaron Copland.14  

Written in 1940 in dedication to Copland, Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano was a 

product of the composer’s earliest efforts and exhibits much of the influence of these teachers 

and peers.   

Neo-classicism 

Two decidedly different musical traditions influence and characterize Shapero’s Sonata 

for C Trumpet and Piano: neo-classicism and jazz.  The dichotomy of these traditions dovetail 

10 Kenneth Dommett, “Jazz and the Composer,” Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, 
91st Sess., (1964-1965), 18. 
11 Howard Pollack, “Shapero, Harold.” 
12 Rhode Island College, “RIC Symphony Orchestra to Present World Premiere, Dec. 6,” Rhode 
Island College. http://www.ric.edu/news/details.php?News_ID=1107 (accessed November 28, 
2012). 
13 “Classicism without Irony,” The Atlantic, June, 1992. 
14 Howard Pollack, “Shapero, Harold.” 
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curiously throughout this work resulting in a product that struggles to resolve musical 

differences. The application of neo-classicism in the context of this study warrants a brief 

explanation of this musical development.  Neo-classicism as a distinct period in music history 

occurred roughly from 1920 – 1950, reaching its apex between the two world wars.15  This 

current of music came to fruition largely as a reaction to the perceived unrestrained emotionalism 

and lack of structure of the romantic period.  Composers sought to revitalize classical values as 

championed by Beethoven, Haydn, and Mozart by reintroducing classical forms, shifting away 

from programmatic music, and emphasizing the importance of contrapuntal texture.16  It is 

important to note, however, that this grasp for the musical values of the classical period did not 

include harmony.  Composers steadfastly utilized updated tonality in their compositions, 

choosing to promote chromaticism and even atonality as pervasive elements in their writing.17   

Jazz 

Concurrent to growth in interest in neo-classicism was the evolution of jazz music in 

American popular culture.  Jazz occupied a much different role in the scope of American music 

of the early 20th century; jazz was ubiquitous and often served as an outlet for the collective 

mood of the nation.  The economic prosperity of the Roaring Twenties along with the reaction to 

prohibition gave way to an intense “hot” jazz in the form of small jazz ensembles led by pioneers 

such as Jelly Roll Morton, the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, King Oliver, Bix Beiderbecke, and 

15 Paul Griffiths, "neo-classicism," The Oxford Companion to Music. Oxford Music Online. 
Oxford University Press, accessed March 4, 2013, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e4701. 
16 Arnold Whittall, "Neo-classicism," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed March 4, 2013, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/19723. 
17 Ibid. 
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Louis Armstrong.18  Born in 1920, Harold Shapero grew up in a musical landscape dominated by 

jazz, and, not surprisingly, his early musical efforts were realized as a budding jazz pianist.   

Jazz suffered a setback in America following the crash of the stock market in October 

1929.19   Americans were no longer as receptive to the “hot jazz” of the twenties.  Frank Tirro, 

jazz historian notes, “Popular songs and crooning prevailed, music of a dreamy, sentimental, 

fairytale nature that soothed white people’s pain as the blues had salved black people’s 

troubles.”20  

The swing era, generally accepted to have taken place from 1935 to 1945, eventually 

emerged post the crash and gave rise to some of jazz music’s greatest champions, including 

Count Basie, Duke Ellington, and, perhaps most relevant to this study, Benny Goodman.21  

Known as the “King of Swing”, Benny Goodman was responsible for popularizing jazz music to 

a diverse set of audiences throughout this period while refining and solidifying musical 

characteristics of swing music.22  Goodman is of specific relevance to this study because Harold 

Shapero served as arranger for the legendary bandleader during this period.23  Shapero’s early 

efforts as a neo-classical composer occurred alongside these developments in jazz music, and a 

clear musical connection can be made between these two currents of music his Sonata for C 

Trumpet and Piano, which was written near the height of neo-classicism and swing-era jazz in 

1940.  

18 Frank Tirro, Jazz: A History. Second Edition,  (New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company, 
Inc., 1993), 140-185. 

19 Ibid., 208. 
20 Ibid., 208. 
21 Ibid..,236. 
22 Ibid., 236. 
23 Trumpet Herald, “World Premiere of Trumpet Concerto by Harold Shapero,” Trumpet Herald, 
http://www.trumpetherald.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=1095118 (accessed February 4, 2013).  
This article contains a quotation from Harold Shapero recounting his work with Benny 
Goodman. 
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The body of solo repertoire for the trumpet is diverse and copious; however, some 

compositions, despite the quality of the music and the significance of the composer, have 

escaped scholarly attention.  First performed in 1941 at Tanglewood, Shapero’s Sonata for C 

Trumpet and Piano is exceptional because it embodies the prevailing musical trends of mid-

century America; it successfully blends the structure and pragmatism of the neo-classical music 

as championed by Stravinsky and Hindemith with the stylistic elements of jazz music.24  The 

product is not dissimilar to the music of Leonard Bernstein, whose compositions also exude the 

diverse influences of the period.  Curiously, motives appearing in Shapero’s work bear 

resemblance to later compositions by Bernstein, thereby suggesting that the two composers may 

have influenced one another.  While the association of the trumpet with jazz in the 20th century is 

undeniable, relatively few compositional examples exist in which the structure of the modern 

sonata is upheld while implementing a robust jazz presence. The examples that exist in this vein, 

such as Andre Jolivet’s first and second concertos for trumpet, have enjoyed much more 

scholarly review and performance credits.   

Harold Shapero’s better-known compositions, namely his Nine-Minute Overture and 

Symphony for Classical Orchestra, also contain such influences but have been studied in great 

detail and performed by numerous ensembles.25  A closer examination of Shapero’s Sonata for C 

Trumpet and Piano allows for a more comprehensive representation of the anthology of this 

important American composer’s output while also elevating a valuable solo work for the trumpet 

to the forefront of the instrument’s repertoire. 

24 Boston Area Music Libraries, The Boston Composers Project: A Bibliography of 
Contemporary Music (Boston, MA: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1983), 
503. 
25 Howard Pollack, review of Nine-Minute Overture, by Harold Shapero; Symphony for Classical 
Orchestra, by Harold Shapero, American Music, Vol. 7, No. 4 (Winter, 1989), 487-488. 
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano is written in two movements.  Movement I is 

slow and lyrical in character and bears resemblance to a jazz ballad.  Movement II contrasts, 

characterized by a fast tempo, playful and light figures, and an unpredictable shifting in styles 

and time signatures resulting in an improvisatory effect. 

Movement I 

Harold Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano begins with a slow, lyrical, and 

melancholy movement.  Its ballad-like character has prevalent jazz-influenced figures that show 

a struggle between the expressivity of the blues within the confines and restraint embodied in 

neo-classical works.  From a melodic standpoint, the movement has many of the earmarks of 

lyrical jazz melodies and improvisation; however, its presentation lacks the dynamic contrast 

expected in such a style, rather deferring to subtlety over emotionalism.  Shapero’s melody 

weaves through the 38-measure movement with sparse and stoic piano accompaniment and few 

rests for the trumpet player.   

The principal motive of the movement first appears in measure 4. 

Figure 1.  m. 4, Movement I.

This motive is repeated with slight variation and in different keys in measures 5, 6, 7, 15, 

16, 20, 21, 22, 25, and 27.  Although a rather simple figure, it is significant because it can be 

analyzed as a basic melodic cell utilizing chromatic and diatonic ornamentation in a manner 

frequently used in jazz.  Furthermore, it acts as a vehicle for melodic development throughout 
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the movement.  In this first instance of an enclosure, the pitch C is being surrounded. While this 

device is referred to as an enclosure in this study, it is important to note that this concept has 

many different names.  The roots of this device can be traced to music of the 15th and 16th 

centuries in which the term cambiata is most commonly applied.  A traditional method of 

counterpoint, these melodic formations “serve primarily to introduce dissonance into an 

otherwise consonant succession.”26 More specifically within a melodic line, “the motion to the 

dissonance is in the same direction (unlike the motion of the échappée) as the motion between 

the initial and final consonances.”27 In jazz applications, the enclosure is often defined in terms 

of a rotation around a target pitch within a line.28 The fundamental purpose of the enclosure in 

tonal music is to create tension by teasing the listener in anticipation of a line’s ultimate 

termination and release of tension.   

Shapero introduces chromaticism with this technique outside of the boundaries of Motive 

A.  Figure 2 shows the incorporation of chromaticism prior to an enclosure. 

Figure 2. mm. 5-6, Movement I. 

The B in measure 6 is the target of the phrase; however, the line passes through chromatic 

passing tones E and G# before executing the rotation around B.  

26 Don Michael Randel, ed., The New Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 205-206. 
27 Ibid, 206. 
28 Mike Steinel, Building a Jazz Vocabulary: A Resource for Learning Jazz Improvisation 
(Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Corportaion, 1995). 
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As is demonstrated throughout the entire work, Shapero transitions readily through 

unrelated key centers resulting in an ambiguous form that continually meanders, avoiding clear 

resolution until arrival at an E major chord at the end of Movement I.  A clear pulse is not 

evident in this movement, instead favoring the organic flow of the melody over any rhythmic 

structure provided by the alternation between 4/4, 5/4, and 3/4 time signatures.  Furthermore, 

Shapero obscures the bar lines between each measure by writing melodies that span the bar line 

in unpredictable and alluring fashion.  Figure 3 illustrates this effect. 

Figure 3. mm. 24-32, Movement I. 

Shapero avoids constraining the melody by continuing the phrase beyond more typical 

points of resolution suggested by the change in meter.  This process is evident between measures 

24 and 25, 25 and 26, 26 and 27, and throughout the rest of the movement.   

This technique is commonplace in jazz practice and is often referred to as “over the bar 

line” phrasing and refers to “the suspension of phrase or phrases over the predictable 2-, 4-, or 8-

bar division of a song’s original phrase structure.”29 Such practice in jazz provides rhythmic 

interest and unpredictability advantageous in improvisation and in the stylization and 

interpretation of melody.  Twentieth century music scholar Fernando Benadon describes this 

freedom in jazz rhythm: 

29 Michelle Weir, Jazz Singer’s Handbook: The Artistry and Mystery of Singing Jazz (Van Nuys, 
CA: Alfred Music Publishing, 2005), 34. 
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By most accounts, jazz rhythm is elastic and adventurous. Attacks are 
displaced, phrases are laid back, time is stretched, subdivisions are 
blurred, and beats are turned around. Young Louis Armstrong was 
renowned for “cutting entire phrases afloat from the beat,” and 
Coleman Hawkins could “assert his [rhythmic] conception over that of 
the accompanying rhythm section, in fact completely ignoring it.”30  

While the two aforementioned applications of jazz techniques are not the only examples 

in this movement, later examples of Shapero’s implementation of idiomatic jazz figures will be 

explored in the more playful second movement. 

Movement II 

Movement II is considerably more lengthy than Movement I, consisting of multiple 

thematic sections and interludes.  The appearance of three distinct primary themes and the 

overall length of the movement suggests that the movement be organized into two sections with 

the division occurring at the introduction of the second playful theme. This movement is outlined 

below in Figures 4 and 5. 

Table 1. Outline of section I, Movement II 

Section Bar Tempo (BPM)  Style 

A 1-64 Quarter=120 Playful; Theme 1 

B 65-86 Quarter=120 Bluesy / Latin; Theme 2 

Interlude I 87-101 Quarter=152 Angular, Faster 

B’ 102-126 Quarter=120 Bluesy / Latin; Theme 2 

30 Fernando Benadon, “Time Warps in Early Jazz,” Music Theory Spectrum Vol. 31, No. 1 
(Spring 2009): 1. 
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Table 2. Outline of section II, Movement II 

Section Bar Tempo (BPM)  Style 

C 127-205 Quarter=120 Playful; Theme 3 

A’ 206-264 Quarter=120 Playful; Theme 1 

B’’  265-318 Quarter=120 Bluesy / Latin; Theme 2 

Interlude II 319-335 Quarter=152 Angular, Faster 

C’ 336-369 Quarter=152 Playful, Theme 3 

Coda  370-386 Quarter=120 Bold, dramatic 

Shapero employs two playful and somewhat dance-like themes in this movement.  While 

the style of each of these sections is similar and executed at the same tempos, the melodic 

content of the trumpet is unique to each theme.  A principal motive, which is most often 

expressed in the piano, runs through both of these playful themes.  Figure 6 shows the first 

instance of this theme. 

Figure 4. mm. 1-7, Movement II. 
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The same motive appears in the trumpet part later in Movement II. 

Figure 5. mm. 172-186, Movement II. 

The motive consists primarily of four ascending pitches and first appears as F-A-Bb-D in the 

piano.  Shapero reuses this motive throughout the second movement, sequencing and varying the 

idea in succession to create an ostinato effect.  The motive first appears in the trumpet part in 

measure 174 of the second movement and is repeated and transposed in a manner similar to the 

piano.  Interestingly, the figure bears striking resemblance to the melody from Leonard 

Bernstein’s “I Feel Pretty” from West Side Story.  Even though Bernstein’s musical was scored a 

decade after the composition of Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano, an anachronistic 

link between the two pieces is possible. 

The first robust jazz reference in Movement II first appears at measure 65 with the 

introduction of Theme 2.  This considerable departure in style presents a bluesy melody with 

interspersed Latin rhythmic cues. Most notably, Shapero first uses a long glissando bridging 

octave G’s in measures 74 and 75.  Glissandi, whether moving upward in motion or downward 

in motion are commonplace in jazz style of the Swing-era; the latter downward motion is most 

often referred to as a fall.  See Figure 8 below. Execution of this effect will be discussed in the 

following chapter. This jazz-inspired figure is revisited twice more in the movement. 
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Figure 6. mm 72-75, Movement II. 

Beyond the writing for the trumpet, it is also interesting to note the role of the 

accompanying piano part in this passage.  As exhibited in Figure 9, the piano assumes the role of 

the accompanist much in the same way a jazz pianist would accompany an improvising soloist.  

Mark Levine in The Jazz Piano Book describes this practice as “comping,” in which the pianist’s 

job is to “stimulate the soloist harmonically and rhythmically, to accentuate turnarounds, bridges, 

and so on, to strengthen the form of the tune, and to stay out of the soloist’s way.”31   

31 Mark Levine, The Jazz Piano Book (Petaluma, CA: Sher Music Co., 1989), 223. 
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Figure 7. mm. 69 – 89, Movement II. 

The piano provides an ostinato beginning 5 measures prior to the trumpet’s entrance, 

thereby satisfying most of the objectives of “comping” described by Levine.  Even though the 

time signature shifts between 2/4, 7/8, and 9/8 throughout the passage, Shapero creates stability 
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for the lyrical solo trumpet line through a repeated pattern in which the left hand plays the root 

on beat 1 followed a three-note voicing in the right hand on beat 2.  Such division between the 

responsibilities of the left and right hand also typifies piano accompanying in jazz style.  The 

resulting effect is a “groove” that seems out of place in a mid-20th century classical trumpet solo. 

The second section of Movement II begins with a playful theme reminiscent of the 

opening theme albeit with more rhythmic complexity.  In line with the first movement, Shapero 

writes figures that span bar lines and obscure any regularity in pulse.  Beginning in measure 127, 

theme 3 alternates between 2/4, 3/4, 5/8, and 3/8 meters providing a lively and unpredictable 

feel.  Several jazz-influenced idiomatic elements are heard in this section.  The first compelling 

indication of such an influence is Harold Shapero’s indication of articulation.  Figure 10 

illustrates the varied grouping patterns within the melodic line and the emphasis on the up-beat. 

Figure 8.: mm. 127-155, Movement II. 

From the beginning of this passage Shapero ties up-beat to down-beat in groups of two in a 

manner resembling basic jazz articulation. Articulation is a critical element in determining accent 

patterns in jazz, and these accent patterns help define the “rhythmic content and feel of the line” 
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in what is generally referred to as the swing style.32 In the swing style, typical placement of the 

accent aligns with the first of the two notes in the pair; these notes are slurred together in groups 

of two from up-beat to down-beat through a line.  While Shapero does not explicitly indicate the 

use of these specific accents, their presence is inferred.  The clear difference between the 

execution of articulation in this passage versus the use of articulation in the swing style is that a 

more legato and connected approach is expected in jazz. Shapero indicates staccato markings 

throughout the passage suggesting a more brittle and playful style that is fundamentally less 

connected. 

A final important indication of Shapero’s contemporary influence in his writing is the 

persistent appearance of fourths, both realized harmonically and melodically.  While his writing 

does not contain quartal harmony, motion often transpires in fourths.  The most pellucid example 

of this motion in the trumpet part occurs in the two short interludes in the second movement. The 

first of these two interludes is shown below in Figure 11. 

Figure 9. mm 91-101, Movement II. 

32 John McNeil, The Art of Jazz Trumpet, (New York, NY: Gerard & Sarzin Publishing Co, 
1999). 
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The consistent fourth structure is first sequenced up by multiples of semitones before being 

inverted.  Shapero’s dogmatic dedication to the interval of the fourth in this passage is 

characteristic to his utilization of this interval throughout the sonata. 
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PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS 

The Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano presents the trumpet player with numerous 

challenges, both technically and stylistically.  If the work is to be performed successfully, the 

trumpet player must be aware of these challenges and make performance decisions accordingly.  

Movement I 

Endurance is the primary challenge for the trumpet player in the opening movement of 

Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano.  This work was Shapero’s first effort in writing for trumpet, 

and this lack of experience is evident in the shortage of rests in this short movement.  In fact, the 

trumpet player is afforded fewer than two quarter rests throughout the slow 38 measures. In 

response, it is advisable that the player plan phrases and accompanying breaths carefully.  Such 

planning of respiration will allow the trumpet player brief moments of respite between phrases.   

The performer may also wish to play this movement at a slightly faster tempo, thus 

lessening the endurance challenge of performing the movement.  The same musical effect can be 

achieved with a faster tempo than the published quarter note = 60-72 range.  An approximate 

range of quarter note = 80-90 is appropriate.  No matter the selected tempo, the trumpet player 

must continually strive for a lyrical and cantabile style; care must be taken to shape each phrase 

in a singing-like and fluid manner. 

Given Shapero’s implementation of jazz-inspired melodic choices, it is reasonable for the 

performer to augment the given notation by making stylistic choices fitting a jazz ballad.  

Specifically, the performer may wish to take liberty in interpretation of each phrase by slightly 

varying rhythms in a manner similar to a jazz musician’s interpretation of a standard.    

Additionally, the performer may wish to use implement slight half-valve or glissandi at the 
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occurrence of large interval leaps to underscore points of tension and release.  Finally, the 

performer’s use of vibrato is critical; it is advised that the performer utilize vibrato that is not 

static in pitch oscillation.  Rather, the performer should employ a vibrato that becomes slightly 

more rapid in oscillation through a held pitch.  No hard and fast rules exist regarding execution 

of vibrato, but the player should consult high-quality vocal and instrumental jazz models for 

guidance. 

This movement requires the use of a mute that allows for accurate intonation and 

responds in the low register.  The score indicates the use of a cup mute, which narrows the field 

of available mutes for this task considerably.  Given the time period in which this work was 

composed, it is most likely that Shapero is referencing the Humes and Berg “Stonelined” mute 

that was most frequently used in orchestral and jazz ensembles of the period.  Such a mute, made 

out of enameled cardboard, was widely available in the mid 1900s and remains a popular choice 

for musicians in similar settings today.  Nonetheless, more effective options are available to the 

modern trumpeter and should be considered.  A modern adjustable cup mute in which the cup 

component can be moved closer and farther away from the bell is desirable.  This mute allows 

the performer flexibility with the resulting sound quality and intonation characteristics.  Given 

the distant, somewhat melancholy aesthetic of the opening movement, a more closed cup mute is 

especially effective.   

Movement II 

As noted in the Performance Analysis chapter, three distinct themes are present in the 

second movement that require the trumpet player to shift styles adroitly.  The playful character of 

the first theme should be approached without forcing the phrases; rather, a leggiero style is 
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warranted.  Careful attention should be paid to the dynamics as the overall energy level is 

restrained though much of the second movement.   

Meter changes characterize much of the second movement.  Frequent transitions between 

various meters occur in each section of the movement, often lending a prevailing sense of 

instability to the trumpet player, pianist, and listener.  An example of Shapero’s ready transitions 

between meters can be seen in Figures 6 and 7.  Even when indicated meter changes are not 

present, Shapero writes with a clear lack of reverence for a balanced pulse that might be 

provided by the succession of several measures in the same time signature.  The excerpt in 

Figure 12 below remains in 2/4 throughout, yet a clear duple pulse is not evident to the listener.  
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Figure 10. mm 339 – 362, Movement II. 
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Of critical importance to the trumpet player in performing this excerpt is maintaining a 

solid internal subdivision based on the eighth note.  The piano accompaniment consists wholly of 

eighth note rhythms, but these rhythms shift the aforementioned “I Feel Pretty” motive and its 

variations so they begin on each eighth-note beat of the measure. The performer can easily be 

misled by Shapero’s inconsistent approach, thereby underscoring the need for considerable 

practice with a metronome.     

The mood of the piece shifts abruptly upon arrival at second key themes of the 

movement.  

Figure 11. mm. 63-92, Movement II. 

The passage in Figure 13 requires the performer to be cognizant of subtle jazz 

performance practices as performance instructions are not present in the one edition of this work.  

Beginning in line two where marked “muted,” the trumpet part contains a one-octave glissando 

from G4 to G5.  This glissando must be executed in a manner similar to that of a trombone; a 

half-valve technique allows the trumpet player to slide the pitch from G4 to G5 in portamento 

style without slotting at any intermediary point.  The air stream must remain consistent and free-
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flowing throughout before the line culminates in a “wa” sound effect upon the arrival at G5.  The 

alternative technique for realizing this glissando requires the trumpet player to use progressive 

chromatic valve combinations to ascend the octave.  This approach is easier to execute and 

produces a more even and predictable ascension. While the latter technique is applicable in some 

trumpet literature, the former technique will produce the appropriate stylistic sound effect: a 

sound effect emblematic of jazz big band music between the 1930s and 1940s.  

As noted above, this excerpt calls for use of a mute.  In the absence of a specific directive 

of mute type, it is standard practice for the trumpet player to select a straight mute.  While this 

approach is appropriate for the excerpt in Figure 13, it is important to clarify the desired material 

used in construction of the straight mute.  Of the two common choices that exist, the cardboard 

Humes and Berg style “Stonelined” mute and the metal straight mute, the use of a metal straight 

mute is essential for the accurate execution of this idiomatic jazz effect because it produces a 

crass and brassy sound quality.  Trumpet players in the sections of the early big bands from the 

1930s and 1940s typically selected a metal straight mute.   

Curiously, Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet is not written for the Bb trumpet.  Shapero’s 

choice of a C trumpet is surprising for several reasons.  First, the Bb trumpet was still the 

instrument of choice for William Vacchiano and members of the New York Philharmonic 

trumpet section whose influence was great in the 1930s and 1940s.  The larger Bb trumpet, 

specifically the Conn 22b as used by Vacchiano in his early career33, was more popular and 

prevalent in this period, and Shapero was undoubtedly aware of this fact.  Second, the Bb 

trumpet was the exclusive instrument of the jazz trumpeter, both during the time of this work’s 

composition and in contemporary jazz.  Considering the clear influence of jazz throughout the 

33William Vacchiano: New York Philharmonic Trumpeter, “William Vacchiano on Equipment,” 
Brian A. Shook, http://www.williamvacchiano.com/equipment.html (accessed April 1, 2013). 
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work, a Bb trumpet seems the more appropriate tool for the music.  Finally, Shapero writes 

several low concert F’s throughout the second movement of the work.  This pitch is outside of 

the normal playable range of the C trumpet, but it is the lowest available pitch on the Bb trumpet.  

While these low F’s are accessible on a C trumpet with considerable use of the third slide, the 

technique required to achieve these pitches is difficult and quite often results in intonation 

challenges.  From a purely technical standpoint, the Bb trumpet is a better choice for these 

challenges; however, one must assume that Shapero’s selection of instrument was not a mistake 

but rather a choice based on the characteristic sound quality of the C trumpet.  Figures 14 shows 

the third of the three instances utilizing a written low F.   

Figure 12.  mm. 381-384, Movement II. 

The above phrase, which appears at the end of the piece, is especially difficult not only 

because of the low F, but also because of the presence of an F# up one octave later in the line. 

These successive octaves, if not played in tune, will be more readily apparent to the listener. The 

suggested technique for realizing the first measure of this phrase is for the trumpet player to fully 

extend the third valve trigger while depressing all three valves for the low F.  The following F# 

may then be played with second and third valves depressed while the third valve trigger remains 

extended.  Utilization of this alternate fingering reduces the necessary motion for this measure to 

be played in tune.  The other two instances of the low F also call upon the trumpet player to 

devise clever methods and special practice to achieve this pitch with consistent intonation. 
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CONCLUSION 

Further research into Harold Shapero’s compositions for trumpet, including his Sonata 

for C Trumpet and Piano and his later composed Concerto for Trumpet, is deserved as these 

works have long eluded performance by noted trumpet players and the attention of academic 

institutions.  The resulting study and performance of his Sonata for C Trumpet and Piano 

provides a veritable snapshot into the conflicting music directions of the early 20th century while 

alluding to the future of composition for trumpet in both idioms.  

Examples of Harold Shapero’s clear reference to jazz music exist throughout his Sonata 

for C Trumpet and Piano.  Given his background as a jazz pianist and arranger, this influence in 

Shapero’s writing is not surprising.  The interesting result of his work in this piece, however, is 

his pairing of these jazz style elements within the bounds of neo-classicism.  The trumpet player 

choosing to perform this piece will greatly benefit from the awareness of utilized styles at work 

in the composition and should make great effort to fully realize the potential for expression.  In 

the tradition of jazz music, however, evolution and change is fundamental.  The performer is 

encouraged to avoid perceiving this composition as a museum piece or solely as a vehicle for 

historical performance practice.  Rather, the interpretation of Shapero’s Sonata for C Trumpet 

and Piano should remain elastic, taking into account jazz tradition, current steps forward in 

music, and the performer’s own inspiration for realizing Shapero’s unique musical ideas.   
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